KONTROL STUDIO
by kasa
Efficient, Accurate & Cost Saving BHS Software

SOFTWARE
• Sort Allocation Controller (SAC)
  Comprehensive, intuitive & user friendly
• Maintenance Diagnostic System (MDS)
  Interactive screens & real-time visualization
• Management Information Systems (MIS)
  Real-time & historical reporting tools
• Manual Encode Console (MEC)
  Backup and manual sort mechanism

CAPABILITIES
• BHS Simulation and Emulation
• Electrical and Controls Design
• PLC Development
• In-House Panel Fabrication
• Commissioning and 24/7 Support
• Factory Acceptance Testing

CERTIFIED
• BNP
• ISO2015
• UL 508a

www.kasabhs.com
bhs@kasacontrols.com
785-404-3633

Your baggage handling solution – technology of tomorrow delivered today!